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Program Overview
Introduction
This handbook is intended to be a comprehensive document for team members, families, the
FIRST community, and the public in general of how Team 972, Iron Claw, operates. It is
intended to be as comprehensive as possible in regards to all our team policies and
procedures, and enable transparency for all members to understand how we operate. This
handbook is an open source document, and we welcome all people to view this and freely use
any ideas presented herein as they see fit. Welcome!

Mission Statement
Team 972 has carefully crafted its mission statement to include various goals. They are the following:
●

Enhance team members’ wisdom in regards to work/life/team environments.
○ Foster and grow skills necessary to work in a team such as listening, negotiating,
compromising, public speaking, team cohesiveness, collaboration, communication,
leadership, and followship.
○ Create lifelong individual learners that possess:
■ Metacognition: know what you know, know what you don’t know, know when to
teach, and know when to listen and learn.
■ Soft skills such as critical thinking, problem solving, perseverance, creativity,
and possessing a growth mindset.
○ Help and support others to learn and be successful. Both inside and outside our team.

●

Enhance team members’ knowledge in regards to STEM
○ Learn, practice, and master technical aspects of robotics and engineering.
○ Build the best robot that our team can build, strategize our path to success, and
achieve the best result we can.
○ Teach, advocate, and encourage STEM in the community.

●

Create a team that is as student-led as possible. Anything that can be done well and safely by
students should be done by students.

●

Have serious fun with robotics and technology.

About Us & What We Do
Team 972 is a class at Los Gatos High School (LGHS) that is comprised of LGHS students, adult
mentors in the community, and school faculty. The team is focused on learning the aspects of
functioning as a team, learning robotic engineering, and competing in the FIRST Robotics
Competition. Each year the team has six weeks to design and build an entire human-sized robot from
scratch. In the process of designing, building and testing a robot for competition, members of Team
972 learn and develop a wide variety of skills which will serve them for years to come. These include,
but are in no way limited to: technical skills (programming, machining, CAD, and electrical), business
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skills (fundraising, marketing, budgeting, and logistics), and life skills (teamwork, leadership,
communication, and project management).
The robotics year has three distinct windows during the school year: 1. Fall semester, when students
focus on learning new tool skills and safety; 2. Build season (end of Holiday break to the beginning of
Winter break in February), when students design, build, and then field a robot for competition; and 3.
Post-season, when students document lessons learned and plan for the next season.

About FRC
FRC is the FIRST Robotics Competition. FIRST (For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and
Technology) is an international organization that creates a new game for competition each year. Each
year, more than 3000 teams from 39 countries compete in the new game at FRC events around the
world. See firstinspires.org to learn more.

How to Join the Team
Iron Claw Robotics is a class and a team at Los Gatos High School. Currently we have a
45-student limit on team size. There are many reasons for this that deserve longer
explanations but here are a few of the most salient reasons for this:
● Our facilities can only accommodate that size. We cannot physically fit more students
into our work spaces.
● We generally do not have enough adult supervision to accommodate more students.
There is only one full time teacher, and various mentors that attend at their disposal.
● We, as of yet, have not found a way to engage more than 45 students on only one
team that builds one robot.
● We cannot scale up given that we are only one team, with one robot, and a limited set
of jobs.
Of course, these are all problems the school is problem solving as we have had more demand
than supply. As a school, our goal is to never deny learning or engagement opportunities to
students at all costs, but sometimes students need to be turned away because we’ve hit our
limit or we cannot scale up or grow the program in a reasonable way.
As for joining the team, all students need to do to join the team is register for the class at
the beginning of the year. Students can do this with their counselor or whenever they
register for classes. With the complete registration list, in April the teacher will start the
application process for the following year and applicants will be contacted by the teacher.
The application process is two steps: (1) an application form and survey will be filled out by
students and (2) applicants will need to get an adult reference regarding their prior
performance. Students will provide a reference that will fill out a recommendation form for
them. We give preference for older students who have waited, or have less high school years
to join the team, but as of 2019-2020 we were still able to allow some freshmen to join the
team. If we weren’t able to give a student a spot on the team they are put on a waitlist and if a
spot opens up they will be let know.

Iron Claw Robotics
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This is a relatively serious team with in-depth time commitment. Please see our FAQ in the
Appendix regarding the team, or for a comprehensive overview, review this Team Handbook
that has nearly all our operating procedures.

List of Events
Team 972 will participate in several events throughout the school year. These include a pre-season
competition, at least two regular season competitions, a “World Championship” competition (if
qualified) as well as several robot demonstrations and fundraising events. Note that dates and
locations of certain events will be provided to your student in class.

Event Description

Tentative 2019-2020 Event

Preseason Competition

Chezy Champs at Bellarmine - Sept 27 to Sept 29.
CalGames at Woodside High School - Oct 5 & 6 2018.

First FRC Competition

Week 3 San Francisco Regional

Second FRC Competition

Week 5 Silicon Valley Regional

FIRST Championship

Week 7 Houston, TX - Apr 17-20, 2019.

Robot Demonstrations at sponsor
organizations

Intuitive Surgical, NMF events, Kiwanis Club, Rotary
International San Jose/Los Gatos area - dates various.

Robot demonstrations at local
elementary and middle schools

Blossom Hill Elementary, Van Meter Elementary, Daves
Elementary, Lexington Elementary, Fisher Middle, Loma
Prieta Elementary, C.T. English Middle School - dates
various.

Robot demonstrations and
workshops at volunteer events -

Sunday Friends and Shining Stars Foundation - San
Jose/Los Gatos area - dates various.

Robot demonstrations at fundraising
events

Los Gatos Winter Parade - Dec 1, 2019. Rotary Club Los
Gatos, Kiwanis.

Build-a-bot fund-raising campaign

Los Gatos neighborhoods - dates various.

Robot demonstration at Maker Faire
Bay Area

San Mateo Event Center, San Mateo, CA - 2020 Dates not
yet available.

The school requires a field trip activity form to be filled out to attend all these events. Student
attendance at these events is optional with the exception of the local regional competitions. Generally,
students participate in one or more additional events depending upon their interest and availability.
Students will be provided transportation and, depending upon the size of the event, one or more adult
registered mentors will be present at all times. More details will be provided in class.
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Team 972 Structure
Team Leadership
Team 972 is managed by a leadership team and a curriculum council that is comprised of student
leaders, adult mentors, and school faculty advisors. The leadership team’s duties go beyond those of
regular members. This team makes administrative decisions, plans events, and manages projects.
Every member of the leadership team puts in hundreds of hours of work behind the scenes to ensure
that the team operates smoothly.
Curriculum Council
Student Captains & Directors
Cathy Wang - Co-captain
Charles Wang - Co-captain
Brady Ankenbrandt - Mechanical
Director
Holden Adamec - Programming
Director
Daniel Stulski - Operations Director
Harrison Van Der Walt - Curriculum
Chair

Teachers
Rodrigo
Coppelli
Aaron Payne

Mentor Council
Chris Benson - Lead Technical Mentor
Mornay Van Der Walt - FIRST Team Liaison
and Lead Finance Mentor
Aimee Adamec - Lead Team Coordinator
TBD - Deputy Coordinator
Marc Caligiuri - Technical Mentor and
Coordinator
Julie Ankenbrandt - Budget Mentor
Renee Dandurand - Fund-Raising Mentor
Venke Sankaran - Team Advisor

Iron Claw Robotics
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Team 972 Organizational Chart

Leadership Roles

• LGHS & Robotics Teacher - Provide the necessary facilities, support, and leadership to ensure the
success of the class
• Mentors – Provide guidance and support to the robotics teacher and students.
• Curriculum Council – Responsible for creating an engaging curriculum that promotes learning.
• Co-Captains - Responsible for leading Directors and team in collaboration with the Mentors and
Teacher.
• Directors - Responsible for directing and distributing work to their respective sub-teams.
• Team Leads - Responsible for leading a team, comprising of 2 to 6 students, and reporting work
director.
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Sub-teams
All non-technical work on team projects is divided into different categories as indicated on the Org
Chart and assigned to the corresponding sub-team. Each sub-team is headed by a student leader
who delegates work to its members. Every student is assigned to one sub-team based on their
application preferences. They will have obligations to this primary sub-team and be responsible for
completing action items delegated to them. In addition, students are encouraged to join and
participate in additional sub-teams, as long as they fulfill their obligations to their primary sub-team.
Sub-teams support the whole team in completing vital technical and non-technical tasks. These roles
are essential to the overall success of the team.
Please See Appendix A for a full list of Student Roles & Responsibilities and Mentor Roles &
Responsibilities

Domains of Jurisdiction
Team 972: Iron Claw Robotics operates fully under the jurisdiction of Los Gatos High School (LGHS).
LGHS has ultimate and complete domain over the team and how it operates, allowing for the school at
any time to make any decision regarding the team it feels necessary. Within this framework, however,
it is the school’s desire to create a team that is student-run and student-managed to the fullest
extent. LGHS recognizes the enormous benefit of student-led learning and is proud that many
aspects of this team are fully under the domain of students.
The teacher operates as the school’s representative, and thus decisions made by the teacher are to
be in the best interest of LGHS. Therefore, students and mentors will respect and follow the teacher’s
decision as if it were the school’s decision. Any decision made by the teacher must be made under the
assumption of complete transparency, as all decisions may be brought to the LGHS administration if
the need arises.
The following diagram shows the jurisdiction domains that pertain to the school and the student team
members.

Iron Claw Robotics
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Under the “School/Teacher” category the school aims for students to manage as many areas in there
as possible, however the school has the final say on all those areas. Similarly, the mentors advise
students on items in the student section, however students retain the executive decision in their area.
Clarification of Bullet Points in Domains of Jurisdiction
● School/Teacher (Note: the teacher represents the school and the desires of the school, not the
desires of the individual teacher)
○ Safety: Teacher may halt any activity at any moment if any activity may seem like it
could cause physical or mental harm.
○ Equity: Teacher will ensure that all students are able to participate and engage in the
team, and that students aren’t unfairly depriving others of being engaged in the team.
○ Assurance of learning & engagement: Teachers main goal is to ensure that there is
learning taking place that follows our Mission Statement. High priority is placed on all
students having meaningful activities to engage in.
○ Management of Materials/Facilities: Teacher is in charge of all materials on the team
regardless of how they were procured. Once an item is given/donated/bought it
belongs to Team Iron Claw. Teacher is also in charge of all facilities that the team uses
on campus, and as such, states when, how, and who will use them.
○ Budget executive: Teacher is in charge that donor and school’s money is being spent
responsibly. The teacher may approve or deny a purchase request.
○ Personnel decisions: Teacher has ultimate authority of who is in the class, and how
many students are in the class. Teacher also has ultimate authority over which adults
work with students and in what capacity. No adults have a right to work with students
on the team; they need to be authorized by the school.
○ Outside of class activities: Any outside of class activities are designated team activities
and under the jurisdiction of the school. Who, how, and when these activities are held is
up to the teacher.
● Students
○
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Team 972 Ethos
Mentors do not
● Design or CAD the robot
● Machine or fabricate the robot
● Assemble the robot
● Program the robot
● Fix the robot

Students
Honor, respect, & welcome mentors
Are here to learn and actively seek out
mentors opinion and expertise.
● Work daily with mentors and include mentors
in all decision-making processes
●
●

Member Obligations & Opportunities
Class/Team Meetings & Participation Expectations
●

Team meeting times vary depending on the time of year. A yearly calendar of meetings is made
before the year starts but it may be subject to change on rare occasions depending on
particular circumstances. If for some reason the teacher is unable to attend class that day, no
substitute will be called (unlike other classes on campus) and the class will be cancelled. An
extra class day will be rescheduled. The team does not meet during finals week to allow
students to focus on their academics.

●

There are two types of Team meetings: Class Meetings and Open Shop Hours:
○ For Class Meetings, all students are expected/required to attend. Robotics has class
meetings twice a week for 2 hours. Students can miss a total of 10 class periods a
year. T
 o put in perspective that is 5 weeks of the year. Missing 10 class meetings is an
attempt to allow students to participate in other after school events, but also to
acknowledge that Robotics is a year round activity. If students miss more than 10 days
their grade will be reduced one full letter grade. Students are available to pursue other
after school interests (sports, other clubs/teams) but they must balance these interests
with their robotics attendance. Note: if students miss more than 6 days the first
semester they may be dropped from the class.
○ Missing 10 days a year may allow students to participate in one sport a year. They may
have to miss a few practices of their team.
○ Open Shop Hours are not required attendance. Even so, these shop hours may have a
specific objective as ran by the Captains or the teacher. On occasion, students may
come in to work on their own robotics projects upon approval by the teacher. Open
shop hours may be ran by school approved mentors.

●

When Build Season is over the team competes in FRC competitions, which are 4-day events in
March and April. Students are required to attend 2 full days of competitions not including the
practice match days (1st day).

●

The Curriculum Council (comprised of Captains, Directors, Teacher, and sometimes mentors)
meets weekly year-round. All Leadership meetings are closed to students not on the leadership
team, but the meeting minutes are publicly available to team members. Students are
encouraged to bring ideas, concerns, and feedback to the leadership team throughout the

Iron Claw Robotics
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year.
●

In addition to standard classroom hours, students will attend at least 8 hours a year of
non-technical, teacher allocated work hours (4 hours per semester)

●

Full participation in Iron Claw Robotics is a significant time commitment, depending on the
area(s) worked. New students often participate at a lower level, easing into more significant
roles in subsequent years. Students who are actively involved in build season, which starts the
first week in January, and the periods post build season through the end of our second FIRST
regional competition at the end of March typically log 100 hours after school. Some students
have been known to log over 175 hours during this period.

●

LGHS students are free and encouraged to join any FRC team they choose, but they can only
join one. While Team 972 strives to be as helpful as possible to all FRC teams out there, the
team will not help another team comprised of LGHS students -- meaning that no other FRC
team comprised of LGHS students will be able to use the school’s facilities, material, or
student time/help. The school believes this separation is best to create a clear understanding
that school resources are meant only to help Team 972. It is the school’s decision to state what
teams (based up their student composition) fall under this distinction or not.

●

The Teacher manages all team-related events outside of school. Anytime the team wants to
attend an outside of class function as Team 972, they must get approval from the Teacher or
relevant mentor at least two weeks in advance.

Competition Logistics & Procedures
●

All competitions are officially school field trips, and as such must follow all rules governing
school field trip rules.
○ All members will travel with the team and in whatever fashion the school decides
the team transportation will happen. This includes local field trips. Students will not
arrive on their own accord, dropped of by their families, or with their own transportation.
Travelling all together as a team ensures all students have transportation,
accommodation, meals, accountability, and safety for all students. While FRC
competitions are public events, students will be denied permission to participate with
the team (in pits, stands, or in the field) at the competition if they do not travel with the
team.
○

The team will pay for all student expenses at the competition. If enough funds are not
acquired to pay for all student expenses the school may cancel participation at the
competition.

○

Any request for fees or expenses associated with Team 972 field trips is a request for a
voluntary donation. No student shall be denied participation due to failure to make
said donation.

○

Education Code 48904 (b) (1) allows the district to charge for damaged school property
or failure to return school property on loan to a student, should damage occur during a
field trip.
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○

Any chaperone that will transport participating students in their Private Car must
complete and turn into the Principal a Private Car Travel Check.

○

The teacher reserves the right to remove any student from the field trip/event based
upon information received from another staff member or behavior issues.

●

The team will always endeavor to choose one local competition (around a 1 hour max driving
time one way) that does not require obtaining accommodation. This is to allow all students the
opportunity to attend at least one competition close to home, and to save team funds in
attending competitions.

●

Students have the ability to lobby for their competition location, but the mentor council has the
final say. Any out of state competitions students desire to attend will be stated to the teacher
and mentor council by the beginning of October to allow adequate preparation.

●

Team sponsored participation at certain remote and out of state competitions (such as FRC
Championship in Houston) is not guaranteed to all members of the team, and nearly always a
select group of students will attend. For distant competitions that may require expensive travel
arrangements, the team will decide on an objective, position based list that does not include
any student names. This list is approved by the teacher and/or relevant mentors. Please see
Appendix B f or an example of a competition priority list.

●

In addition to limiting members attending distant competitions, only a limited, necessary group
of students will attend the first day of competitions if the first day is only meant to work on the
robot and attend practice matches. The whole team is not necessary to attend days where the
robot will only be in the pit being worked on or practicing in the field.

●

Appendix C l ist specific norms of behaviors for students during all field trips and competitions.

●

The team will have a well-followed list of rules and guidelines for pit management. See
Appendix D for our rules & guidelines of pit safety and management.

Leadership Team Selection
At the end of each school year, a selection of students will choose the next year’s leadership team.
The selection process is stated in Appendix E. Leadership roles and responsibilities may be modified
each year.

Communication Pathways
Information will be communicated to members over email, Slack, during meetings, and on the website
blog.
●

Email: all members are required to
○ Use and check their school email address for official correspondence from the team.
Official communications from the teacher will be sent via Canvas which is the school
email.

Iron Claw Robotics
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○

Obtain a Slack account. Our slack channel is ironclaw.slack.com

●

Website: the team website is located at ironclaw972.org.

●

Blog: Team 972 intends to maintain a blog on the website to inform members of the
community of our progress.

●

Stay up to date on the robotics season calendar as well as progress at individual tournaments
at thebluealliance.com.

Team Finances & Fundraising
How Funding Works
Team 972: Iron Claw Robotics receives a certain amount of baseline funding as an electives class at
LGHS each year. This funding covers some of the team’s in-class instruction for robotics
fundamentals, but is not even close to being able to cover the costs of building the robot itself, or of
competing with the robot at the two FIRST regional competitions the team register for.
To exist as a competitive FRC team, which requires both a robot and the ability to compete at a
minimum at two regionals, the students must raise a significant portion of their own funding from a
variety of sources:
1. Parents of team members and their supportive family and friends;
2. Corporate sponsorships, donations, and matching;
3. Non-profit grants;
4. Local business sponsorships; and
5. Team 972 one-off fundraising events (Build-a-Bot, Drive-a-Bot, bake sales, etc.)
Any funds raised during the school year that are not used to fund the above programs in a given year
will be carried over and utilized the following year by the LGHS Ironclaw Robotics program.

2019-2020 Budget/Fundraising Summary
The LGHS Robotics Program estimated budget for 2019-2020 is $98,000 above the baseline elective
funding provided by LGHS for in-class instruction. Students based their budgets and goals on last
year’s participation in FIRST FRC and worked with the Finance Mentor Group to develop a
comprehensive fundraising plan to secure sizable contributions from multiple sources.
These programs will afford the LGHS Robotics Class Students the opportunity to participate in three
competitions that are beyond the scope of the LGHS Elective in-class instruction as outlined below:
Program

Description

1

Compete in Fall preseason competition using the previous season’s FRC robot.

2

Build two FIRST FRC robots during the six week FRC build season.

3

Compete in one local FIRST FRC Regional Competition.
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4

Compete in a second local FIRST FRC Regional Competition.

Funding for Programs 1 to 4
$48,000
5

Should the team qualify - Compete at FIRST FRC Championships. This will
require travel expenses for the students, teacher and mentors from SF Bay Area
to Houston, and freight transportation of the robot pit.

Funding for Programs 5
$50,000
Total Funding for Programs 1 to 5
$98,000
The students have set a goal of raising $800 per student from contributions of any amount from
Friends and Family. Donations are completely voluntary, yet a critical source of fundraising.
Contributors are encouraged to check if an employer matching program can boost their contributions.
Sources

Description

Goal

1

Student-Led Friends & Family Fundraising (45 Students)

$36,000

2

FIRST & STEM grants from corporations

$25,000

4

Sponsorships from NMF, local businesses, and organizations

$22,000

3

Fundraising events (holiday parade, build-a-bot, gofundme)

$15,000

Total Fundraising Plans

$98,000

Ways to Donate
●

Donate directly to the team: You can pay via personal check or credit card. With the credit
card you will be paying via PayPal and PayPal does add a 2% “convenience fee”.
○ By Credit Card:
■ Please log on to https://lghs.myschoolcentral.com/
■ You will need to create an account. Please follow the instructions under “My
Account” link.
■ Under the tab “Product Categories”, choose “Robotics Donations”. Follow the
checkout procedures and it will redirect you to PayPal.
○ By Check
■ Please give it to the teacher of the class. If sending with your student please
include it in an envelope and state if you would like a receipt.
■ Make checks payable to: Los Gatos High School

Iron Claw Robotics
Team 972 Handbook
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■

Memo: FRC Robotics T0504

●

Get a matching donation from your employer: Many companies will offer matching
donations, and these can be a huge source of funds for our team. Talk to your HR person or
appropriate corporate representative about matching your donation to this worthy cause. We
can provide receipts of your donations so you can pass it on to your accounting representative
to provide a matching donation.

●

Connect us to your connections: Please let us know of any groups, clubs, foundations,
businesses, meetups, churches or otherwise to which you are connected, that we might be
able to speak with them about possible donations.

Mentor & Volunteer Information
Parent Involvement
Our student-led team is supported by many parent volunteers and adult mentors. All families volunteer
in some capacity, such as providing snacks or meals, rides, event support, or after school supervision.
The adult mentors are parents, teachers, older siblings, and other adults who offer their technical or
business expertise.

This team cannot run or exist without adult mentor support! Please consider joining!

How Parents/Adults can Get Involved in the team
There are many ways to support Iron Claw Robotics.
● Gift your expertise and become a technical Mentor
● Join the pool of general Volunteers dedicated to logistical and administrative support
● Donate money or help raise funds.

Three Types of Volunteers/Mentors
1) Technical mentors. These mentors work directly with students in guiding them on robotics,
fundraising, logistics, and all other team aspects. They are approved by the district (TB tested
and fingerprinted). These mentors can supervise students.
a) Tier A: These mentors are cleared by the school to open/close the shop facilities and
supervise students. These mentors may run outreach events with students.
b) Tier B: Mentors help out with all technical mentors aspects, work directly with students,
but do not open/close shop.
2) Logistical mentors. These mentors work directly with the teacher and sometimes with
students in coordinating much of the logistics in running the team. This could be travel,
finances, meals, coordinating other mentors, etc. These mentors are also TB tested and
fingerprinted by the district.
3) General parent volunteers. These adult volunteers help out by providing meals, giving rides,
and other activities that do not involve working or supervising students.

Become a Technical Mentor
Iron Claw is a student-led team, which means that the students hold full authority and responsibility for
designing, building, testing and fielding the robot. Technical mentors nevertheless play a significant
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role by helping students become a more effective team in achieving their goals, and most importantly,
learn engineering! Technical mentors interact with and advise students on all technical aspects such
as robot design, prototyping, manufacturing, assembly, programming, and testing. During the build
season, they help supervise students during the build, participate in design reviews, provide advice
about technical planning/execution, and ensure that school rules are adhered to. These mentors may
also participate in pre-season class instruction and coaching. Mentors with no prior experience and
are interested in helping in any way are welcome to participate. Specific areas of expertise that are
helpful include mechanical design, prototyping, manufacturing, CAD and programming.

Help with Fundraising
The team needs to raise a significant portion of its budget externally (above what the school provides
for class instruction). Details of the budget and fund-raising plans have been provided in a previous
section. The team seeks finance mentors that can help with students maintain season budgets and
advise all fundraising activities. The mentors also interface with the FRC program and coordinate
competition registration, fee payments, and grants through the FRC website.

Become a Volunteer
Finally, the team is looking for parent volunteers that can help with all non-technical aspects of running
the team. Volunteers are needed to help prepare for parent meetings, make registration packets, set
up the FRC kick-off event at school, organize build season meals & snacks, set up logistics for
competitions (both local and away), and plan the end-of-season party. Please note that these roles do
not need a major commitment of your time - for instance, we may need help to drive students or
transport meals, etc. So, consider joining the pool of general volunteers if you can help in any way.

Official Rules & Guidelines for All Team Members
Student Code of Conduct
Robotics is a complex team that operates under the rules of multiple organizations -- Team 972, Los
Gatos High School, and FIRST -- and has multiple groups as participants: teachers, mentors, general
volunteers and students. As such, the team has a more complex set of agreements and rules that
need to be followed versus a regular school class. The school and teacher understand that learning
and adhering to these rules is not always immediately learned and understood by all students, and
thus endeavors to coach, teach, and work with students in understanding the rules. These rules and
agreements are modeled after what an effective and ethical team or organization would expect.
●

Team members will be good humans.
Before any robotics activities happen, students will learn the social rules that govern civility,
kindness, and proper behavior to create a safe, inclusive atmosphere for all students. the
school will endeavor to teach this as their first priority. The team endeavors to reflect the
diversity of the school it represents.

●

Team members will exhibit appropriate behavior at all times.
Team 972 expects all students to be mature and professional at all times and to follow all rules
of FIRST, LGHS, and Team 972. Students must know that whenever they are in public for a
team-related activity, they represent Team 972, FIRST, and LGHS. More specifically, team
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members are to refrain from mocking, bullying, inappropriate displays of affection, and any
other behavior which could be construed as exclusive or uncomfortable for others.
Team 972 endeavors to be competitive, but not at the expense of decorum and graciousness
in competing with other teams. Team 972 fully agrees with the principles of “Gracious
Professionalism” and “Coopertition” espoused by FIRST, and if it can, will offer assistance to
other teams in need. During competition, Team 972 will encourage, cheer, and support other
teams, and if Team 972 loses we will congratulate the other teams.
●

Student team members are here to learn.
Team 972 honors the fact that many mentors spend a considerable part of their free time
coaching and managing the team. The school and students shall
● Recognize that without mentors the team would not be able to function, or have the
ability to run its multiple events and hours.
● Understand that students learning from mentors is a specifically stated goal of the
team, and a key to success.
● Be reverent and respectful of all mentors and volunteers that work with the team. All
students will verbally acknowledge mentors, create a welcome space for them, listen to
their ideas, and with respect agree or disagree with a mentor when offered advice.
● Students will acknowledge that having mentors help guide their decisions is not only
integral to their success but a privilege that should be fostered with gratitude. Students
are expected to alert the teacher to any complaints they have about any mentor or
other volunteer working with the team.

●

Team members will stay engaged with team tasks, projects, and goals.
The robotics team is a team that engages in “serious fun.” Students are in the robotics team to
learn and engage in robotics, or actively seek out more work that promotes extended learning
in their area or furthers the team’s progress toward stated goals. Students are expected to be
engaged at all times if they are in the lab, and if, after class hours, they want to socialize, they
must leave the lab to do so. The robotics lab is only for working on robotics.
Team members are expected to put away all cell phones and not work on anything else during
robotics. Playing video games, surfing the internet or any non-contributory actions will earn a
consequence. Cell phones may be used for robotics related activities.
Students are expected to work in the area of the field listed in their project management during
normal class hours. Students must apply themselves to a sub-group but may change their
subgroup through discussion with the teacher and team leads.

●

Team members shall respect, support, and honor all decisions made by the team. This
holds for robot-specific technical decisions as well as management-related business decisions.
No individual student is allowed to do as they please with the robot if the team has decided in
a fair and equitable way which direction to take. The teacher is tasked with ensuring that all
decisions made by students are decided in a fair and equitable way, and may create these
decision-making processes for the team.

●

Team members will know the Domains of Jurisdiction, Material & Facilities Management
Rules, and will comply with legal directives given by lead students, mentors or teachers.
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●

Team Meetings are highly revered and respected as a critical part of our team’s operation,
given that our key decisions and learnings happen during meetings. Team members doing
other items during team meetings, not applying themselves, or breaking our meeting norms will
receive warnings, consequences, and may be removed from positions of importance. Students
understand that these guidelines apply in all formal and informal meetings.

●

Other important rules & guidelines
○ Students will respect the branding standards of our team and not put any other
brands/logos they design on our robots. Students will definitely not inscribe put their
initials/names into team equipment.
○ Any student who has an issue with a mentor who is affiliated or related to a student will
in no way discuss or put any responsibility of the mentor’s actions on the student.

Material & Facilities Management Rules
The LGHS Robotics Lab and Machine Shop serve as the two primary workspaces for almost all
robotics activity on the team.
Rules & Guidelines
● All materials and funds, regardless of how they are procured, are owned and managed by
the school. All workspaces on campus are owned and managed by the school.
● Where, when, and how students may work in LGHS facilities is fully under the domain of the
teacher or the school’s representative put in charge by the teacher.
● No team member is ever to work without a teacher, mentor or assigned volunteer on site.
● Organization and clean-up of our materials and facilities is paramount, and comes
before any learning or robotic activities. All students will participate in these activities
regardless of their respective group or sub-team. Students are expected to refrain from social
activities during Clean Up times.
● Food and drink is allowed at team facilities only at the discretion of the teacher, mentor, or
assigned volunteer.
● Stealing or purposeful negligence of team materials will result in serious consequences; some
may be severe depending on the infraction and may include expulsion from the team and/or
further administrative consequences from LGHS administration.
● When finished using a tool, it must be returned to its designated location in the lab or shop. At
the end of every work session, all tools and materials must be put away. If a member leaves
before a work session is over, that member must check in with the shop manager on what to
clean before she/he leaves. This could be for a maximum of 15 minutes.
● Members are not allowed to leave the lab before notifying and signing out with the teacher,
mentor, or assigned lab volunteer.
● Always wear safety glasses and other pertinent safety equipment when in the back half of the
room where the work tables are present or in the machine shop.
● Only students allowed in the machine shop are the ones previously cleared to work on the
machines. Any student who allows others to work on the machines will be revoked of the
privilege to work in the machine shop for a specified time by the teacher.
● If a power tool malfunctions or breaks, it must be reported to a teacher/mentor immediately.
● Electrical devices of any kind may never be powered by daisy-chaining cords or power strips.
● Loose hair and long clothing must either be tied back or removed before a member is
permitted to use any machine tools.
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●

The teacher, mentors, and adult lab volunteers always have the final word in any situation
where safety is at stake.

Consequences for Unacceptable Behavior
Most students, if not all, will at some moment make wrong choices or mistakes in their behavior.
Teachers are here to accept that students (and even teachers and mentors) may occasionally blunder
in their judgement, and that is normal. Teachers are here to coach and guide students in proper
behavior with patience and respect.
That said all students, teachers, and mentors will be accountable for their mistakes. Being on Team
972 is a privilege, not a right, and students may receive the following consequences for unacceptable
behavior:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

A meeting or a discussion to discuss their behavior.
Time spent working for the teacher as a consequence.
Suspended from working on particular equipment or materials.
Removal from leadership position (parents and school administration alerted).
Suspended from class for the day (parents and school administration alerted).
Suspended from class for various days (parents and school administration alerted).
Expulsion from the team (as decided by school administration).
Other consequences as deemed by Los Gatos High School administration.

These consequences do not need to be followed in order, and a more severe consequence may be
administered with no lesser consequences if a single infraction is egregious enough.
Robotics is a class meant for a mature, morally conscious student. Robotics is a special class on
campus as students:
●
●
●
●
●

Work independently often unsupervised
Work with equipment that is very expensive, difficult to obtain, and potentially dangerous
Are often working outside of school hours
Are working with non-faculty, adult members of the community that deserve respect
Often work in distant out of school locations representing the team in public events.

Given that, if students show repeated lack of judgement in following the rules, and they have been
given multiple instances of correcting their behavior, it may be imperative for the school to expel them
from the team. Expulsion from the team may happen in a severe single instance or if there have been
repeated infractions with multiple consequences. Given that, it is the school’s utmost goal that
students stay on the team, are given fair chances to learn proper behavior, and if mistakes are made
students learn without needing any further consequences.

Mentor & Volunteer Oath
As a mentor or volunteer on the team
● I understand that the school, and the teacher who represents the school, hold ultimate
responsibility for the direction of, and decisions related to the team.
● I will address and speak to students with patience and respect when attempting to guide or teach
them.
● I understand that the school wishes the team to operate as independently as possible, but the
school reserves the right to step in and make decisions as it sees fit at any time.
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I understand that the school manages and approves all parents/adults working with the team, with
the goal of creating a safe space for students.
I am here to represent and work towards the overall good and best interests of the team as a
whole. I am not here to represent or lobby for my child, or any specific group of students, and
generally will “check my kid at the door.”
If an issue arises where there is a conflict of interest, such as a discussion related to my child, I will
recuse myself as appropriate. I may represent my child separately in a parental role.
I will be cordial, polite, and assume good intentions of everyone in the group. While I may have
passionate opinions about a topic, I will address issues and not people.
I respect and promote FIRST’s principles of allowing the team to be student led as much as
possible without compromising safety, equity of access, and general fairness.
I will respect the Domains of Jurisdiction of the team: decisions left to the school and decisions left
to the students.
As a mentor or volunteer with the team, I may be privy to some personal information about
students that I am not allowed to share or discuss with others.

Teacher Oath
As a teacher and representative of LGHS:
● I have the overarching goal of representing the school’s interest in promoting learning, equity of
access, general student well-being, safety for all, and conserving/protecting facilities and
equipment.
● I operate under the primary goal of creating a positive learning environment and overall
benefit/wellness of the team. All actions will be for the good of the team.
● I respect and promote FIRST’s principles of allowing the team to be student-led as much as
possible without compromising safety, equity of access, and general fairness.
● I endeavor to manage the team with as much involvement and representation of mentors and
students into the decision-making process.
● I respect decisions that are in the student domain, decisions that are in the mentor domain, and
decisions in the school domain.
● I will be cordial, polite, and assume good intentions of everyone amongst students, mentors, and
volunteers.
● I will grow the program sustainably, increase diversity, and secure educational materials and
facilities.
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Appendices
Appendix A: Yearly Calendar
Click here for our yearly meeting calendar

Appendix B: Team Positions & Descriptions
Student Roles
Captains & Directors
The Captains and Directors are the primary student managers of the team. They create, supervise, and
manage the work of their respective teams, and should be well-versed in each area of expertise in
their team.
Co-Captains:
● Are one of the primary student managers of the team. Above any technical or work related
topics, they create, manage, and supervise the work of the rest of the team.
● With the curriculum council creates curriculum, goals, class projects, and daily agenda, in
advance
● Create and tracks a personnel management system that
○ Prioritizes jobs and activities to each team member
○ Ensures tasks are given out to each member of the team for each meeting
○ Delegates managerial duties to other directors or leads
○ Is user friendly, easy to follow, and accessible for all students to use
● Create a project management system that
○ Creates and stores all tasks and projects the team wants to work on
○ Tracks all dates and benchmarks during the competition season and offseason (they
may be different depending on the season)
○ Updates project plan according to subteam progress
○ Ensures there is proper adult staffing if a school staff member cannot open shop
○ Is user friendly, easy to follow, and accessible for all students to use
● Assist in meeting and maintaining “Domains of Jurisdiction”
● Works to encourage engagement of all members
● Solve team-wide problems
● Ensure team unity and rewards/acknowledges work of exemplary members
● Organize and run all student team leads together and schedule meetings
● Ensure proper communication between students, parents, and mentors
● Helps teacher to ensure big-picture team commitments are being met – competitions, overall
season, travel logistics, budget, business plan, etc.
● Delegate or lead anything not covered by another team leadership role
● Coordinates amongst the 2 captains so that at least one captain attends all outreach events,
new member meetings, parents meetings, competitions etc.
Operations Director:
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●
●
●
●
●
●

●

The primary manager of the Operations Team. Above any technical or work related topics, they
are tasked with managing and supervising the work of their group and ensuring it is being
performed adequately.
Delegates tasks to non-technical leads and members
Coordinates all operational and organizational activities of the team, including finance,
fundraising, safety, organization, logistics, and outreach.
Since teacher/school is the primary facilities & equipment executive, the Operations Director
works directly with the teacher in ensuring proper management of equipment and facilities.
Organizes all outreach opportunities
Attends nearly all outreach events
Organizes all our online documentation (Google Drive), and maintains it easy to use and
navigate. Keeps files organized and purges old, useless documents. Completely creates a new
folder every year.
Sends out all communication reminders regarding team meetings via any of our
communication portals

Mechanical Director:
● The primary manager of the Mechanical Team. Above any technical or work related topics,
they are tasked with managing and supervising the work of the mechanical group and ensuring
it is being performed adequately.
● Is proficient in using all necessary machines in the machine shop, or is actively working
towards proficiency in all machines.
● Delegates tasks to mechanical leads and members
● Provides overall guidance and vision for the mechanical (CAD, machining, assembly, electrical)
portions of robot creation
● Holds and manages regular meetings during the competition season to review robot design
and progress with students and mentors
● Is primarily responsible to ensure the machine shop/engineering room is open if they want it
staffed and should alert the teacher within a minimum 48 hours in advance if they want
machine shop open
● Ensures proper education and training of all mechanical team members. Ensures members are
following the rules and not using machines if not approved. Ensures members in machine shop
are allowed to be in there.
● Makes sure mechanical team members are engaged in the robot building process
● Maintains engineering documentation for the season
● Creates schedules and deadlines for individual mechanical tasks during the competition
season
● Organizes jobs and schedule for prototyping
Programming Director:
● The primary manager of the Programming Team. Above any technical or work related topics,
they are tasked with managing and supervising the work of the programming group and
ensuring it is being performed adequately.
● Ensure tasks are given out to each member of their subteams. Delegate duties to other
leads/students.
● Creates schedule and deadlines for specific programming tasks during the competition season
● Provides overall guidance and vision for the programming (teleop, autonomous, vision, testing,
etc.) portions of robot creation
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Ensures proper education and training of all programming team members
Ensures that captains, mechanical director, and teacher are aware if any robots need to be
fixed for programming purposes. Actively helps in organizing the repair of robots.
Leads and delegates programming the scouting app for competitions
Makes sure programming team members are engaged
Maintains engineering documentation from the season
Meets up before August of the upcoming school year to update programming software for
imaging all computers

Team Leads
Team leads are students who are especially proficient in the skills that pertain to their role. They assist
the Captains and Directors in managing and training their subteams.
CAD Lead:
● Is proficient in the skill of Computer Aided Design (CAD) with whatever CAD program the team
is using.
● Follows the design decision made by the team at the start of the competition season and leads
the CAD team to CAD the robot accordingly, unless a change is agreed upon in the leadership
team
● Trains new members about CAD software, including good design strategies and practices.
● Delegates CAD assemblies and ensures their timely completion
● Creates a folder on GrabCAD of our robot files that is highly organized and easy to access.
● Leads the integration of individual assemblies into a final assembly
● Works with the other mechanical leads to ensure feasibility of all parts
● Communicates with the mechanical captain and the rest of the team the status of the design
● Keeps a binder of all robot CAD drawing files.
● Manages the creation of all drawing files to pre-arranged specifications.
● Manages the creation of CAM files.
● Meets up before August of the upcoming school year to update CAD software for imaging all
computers
Electrical Lead:
● Is proficient in all electrical and pneumatic skills required by the team.
● Oversees proper implementation of electrical systems and pneumatics into the robot
● Works with the mechanical team to design and assemble the electrical board as well as other
electrical components on the robot
● Works with the programming team to wire up sensors and other electrical components as
necessary
● Trains members about crimping, soldering, fitting pneumatics, and other electrical skills
● Ensures completion of electrical tasks in a timely manner when necessary
● Keeps an organized engineering notebook and comprehensive documentation throughout the
year
Manufacturing Lead:
● Is proficient in using all necessary machines in the machine shop, or is actively working
towards proficiency in all machines. Manages the manufacturing of parts corresponding to the
design
● Trains all members interested in manufacturing on the machines
● Ensures that anyone working on the machines has passed the necessary tests
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Ensures members are following the rules and not using machines if not approved
Works with the Design Lead to ensure feasibility of all parts
Keeps manufacturing on schedule and creates fallback plans if necessary
Keeps an organized engineering notebook and comprehensive documentation throughout the
year
Preference is given to a member who is in our metals program and is adept at CNC usage.

Assembly Lead:
● Is proficient in all hand and power tools.
● Trains members in efficient and proper assembly of prototypes and robot parts
● Conducts the assembly of parts from manufacturing for a final, built robot
● Teaches specifications of the tools, materials, and assembly techniques
● Advocates for the time necessary for assembly toward the end of build season
● Keeps assembly on schedule as parts come from manufacturing
● Knowledgeable of the parts being integrated during the CAD phase & ensures feasibility of
assembly
Programming Leads:
● Provide overall guidance and vision for the programming (teleop, autonomous, vision, testing,
etc.) portions of robot creation
● Ensure training of newer students with these portions
● Maintain engineering documentation from the season
Finance Lead:
● Keeps our Google Sheets team budget sheet updated at minimum on a weekly basis, but
ideally every meeting.
● Keeps track of who has bought items and turned in receipts and who needs to be reimbursed.
● Approve and deny team purchases, especially if not included in the original budget
Fundraising Lead:
● Organizes fundraising team to fill out grants, contact corporations, and run other fundraising
campaigns
● Works with the Budget Lead and team captains and directors to determine fundraising goals
● Looks into new methods of fundraising
● Sends thank you letters before 2 weeks of receipt
● Designs material for fundraising, including brochures, posters, etc.
● Keeps up sponsor relations
Safety & Organization Lead:
● Keeps track of inventory and has a clear inventory checklist in our Google Drive.
● Notifies other leads when parts need to be restocked (works with treasurer and captains and
directors on this)
● Buys parts that need to be bought when possible (Amazon, ACE, etc.)
● Organizes people to clean our workspaces and storage spaces
● Designs the pit layout with input from other leads
● Works as Safety Captain and Pit Manager during competitions
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Makes sure that students are being safe while working (both with fabrication and while working
with the completed robot)
Makes sure that the metalshop is regularly cleaned by everyone

Communications Lead:
● Prepares a business plan/team branding upon consultation with captains & directors
● Makes posts on social media about events
● Makes sure the website is regularly updated
● Ensure that photos and videos are taken and uploaded onto our Google Drive
● Ensures that a robot release video is complete by our second competition
● Organizes a team photo yearly and prints it
● Ensures that t-shirts are complete by December

Adult Roles: Teachers
Robotics Teacher
● Is the primary lead of the robotics team and the school representative. Along with the
Metal-Shop Teacher has executive decision making abilities with regards to all team decisions.
● Drives the structural organization of the team with direction from Mentor Council.
● Adopts lead mentor role for FRC purposes
● Works with student leads to set preseason and postseason curriculum and projects
● Works with student leads to set expectations and process during build-season
● Works with mentors to get support in curriculum and build-season support
● Works with mentors to get support for FRC-related planning and execution
● Conducts design reviews during build season
● Posts team roster with photos for attendance during build season
● Posts list of students authorized to use machines in absence of metal-shop teacher
● Responsible for any disciplinary action for students (shared with metal-shop teacher).
● Responsible for all human resources issues: interpersonal issues, complaints, staffing,
attendance, etc. (Shared with metal-shop teacher).
● Works to grow the program sustainably, increase diversity of student body, and secure
educational materials and facilities.
● Is the administrator for student communication forums related to robotics. Such as slack.
● Is the facilitator for all meetings: ironclaw all, design reviews, mentor council, etc.
● Creates lists of mentors and trains mentors for shop access.
● Creates the school calendar for the year
Metal Shop Teacher
● Working with the robotics teacher, has executive decision making abilities with regards to all
team issues.
● Teaches students on safe use of machines and certifies students for using machines
● Interfaces with manufacturing leads on use of tools and materials during build season
● Interfaces with robotics teacher and parent mentors about student machine use

Adult Roles: Mentors
Types of Mentors
Parent mentors and volunteers are organized into three groups, each with a lead mentor. These are:
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Technical Mentors
These mentors work directly and advise students on all technical aspects such as robot
design, prototyping, manufacturing, assembly, programming, and testing. During the build
season, they help supervise students during the build, participate in design reviews, provide
advice about technical planning/execution, and ensure that school rules are adhered to. These
mentors may also participate in pre-season class instruction and coaching. They are approved
by the district (TB tested and fingerprinted). These mentors can supervise students.
a) Tier A: These mentors are cleared by the school to open/close the shop facilities and
supervise students. These mentors may run outreach events with students.
b) Tier B: Mentors help out with all technical mentors aspects, work directly with students,
but do not open/close shop.
Logistical Mentors
These mentors work directly with the teacher and sometimes with students in coordinating
much of the logistics in running the team. This could be travel, finances, meals, coordinating
other mentors, etc. These mentors are also TB tested and fingerprinted by the district.
General Parent Volunteers
These adult volunteers help out by providing meals, giving rides, and other activities that do
not involve working or supervising students.

The three mentor leads and several other key mentors are part of the curriculum council and attend
monthly “org” meetings with the teachers and student leads to help plan aspects of the class, build
season, and competitions.

Specific Mentor Roles
Parent Team Coordinator
● Helps teacher manage the “Battle Rhythm”, our yearly schedule for the year
● Helps create and maintain student/parent/mentor/volunteer mailing lists, contact
information and groups
● Helps maintain student roster along with allergies, medications and special needs
● Attends org meetings on a monthly basis to be aware of immediate needs and concerns
● Maintains communication with teachers, mentors, students & parents
● Provides general guidance or assistance to teachers, mentors, students & parents
● Helps set up and create our future parent/booster club
● Finds volunteers and assigns duties/tasks to take care of teacher/team needs - see below
Areas where Team Coordinator Recruits Volunteers
● Help prepare and collect trip forms
● Arrange accommodations, travel arrangements, meals and snacks for competitions
● Organize pot-luck for kick-off brunch
● Organize build season meals, snacks & drinks - based on student work schedule
● Organize end-of-season party
● Work with team for ordering banner, T-shirts, sweatshirts, etc.
● Work with school/teacher for end-of-year/STEM awards, scholarships, special
FIRST awards
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Build Season Coordinator/Manager
● Helps set up after hours mentor supervision schedules for workspaces.
● December or at Kickoff – establish base work calendar days/hours
● Weekly during build season – confirm upcoming needs and adjust as necessary
● Assist Teacher in identifying Adult Mentor openers/closers
● Ensure openers/closers are trained on procedures
● Ensure adequate coverage of openers/closers, based on agreed work schedule.
● Oversees opening/closing of shop.
● Ensure proper management of facilities.
● Helps manage student attendance and participation during build season.
● Helps at one or more competitions.
● Approve student purchases during build season.
● Note: this is a “paid” position due to the time spent in the shop and the fact that this
mentor will help supervise students without teachers present.
Areas where Build Season Coordinator Recruits Volunteers
● Technical mentors
● Shop openers/closers
● Trip technical coordinators
Trip Technical Coordinator
● Sets up and manages trip logistics.
● Shipping of technical materials. Creating a crate if necessary.
● Manages our travel equipment and process: trailer, load in, load out.
● Works to set up pit organization and logistics.
FIRST Team Liaison & Lead Finance Coordinator
● Set up FIRST FRC program registration of all students.
● FIRST related grant and re-grant management.
● FIRST Regional Competition registration.
● FIRST Nationals/World team and housing registration should the team qualify.
● Scholarships from FIRST.
● Oversees the Budget and Fundraising Mentor’s who work with students to maintain the
budget and fundraising worksheets. These mentors assist with the collection of money and
managing the budget spreadsheet
● Set up a regular schedule to meet with finance student lead and update the budget.
● Submit reimbursements to ASB

Special Team Roles
Curriculum Council (Teacher, Captains, Directors, and any relevant Mentors)
● Attend maximum 4 full days (6 hours each day) over the summer to plan the year.
● Attend weekly meetings lasting up to 1 hour.
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Mentor Council
● Chaired by the Robotics Teacher and minimum 4 chosen Mentors. Responsible for providing
oversight and guidance to ensure adherence with the Domain of Jurisdiction, and the success
of the program. Captains invited to meetings on a case-by-case basis.

Appendix C: Competition Attendance Priority List
Note: This is an example of a competition attendance priority list for distant/costly competitions. It
may change depending on the competition and specific needs, which are made based on the team’s
robot; not based on particular student preference.
An example is below but more details of teams of different sizes are here:
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/1CveUVP_aiJw4lALNn1Mg5sa1xCzQR9reQ6ko3honHco/edi
t#gid=1259666683
If the position is highlighted in yellow they are allowed to be in the pit.
Number

Primary Required Positions

Number

Primary Required Positions

1

Driver

12

Scouting Team 1

2

Operator

13

Scouting Team 1

3

Coach

14

Human Player/Technician

4

Pit Robot Manager

15

Game/Field/Pit Media

5

Pit Programmer

16

Pit Mechanical/Electrical

6

Pit Mechanical

17

Scouting Team 2

7

Pit Manager (Safety & Org Person)

18

Scouting Team 2

8

Pit Electrical

19

Scouting Team 2

9

Pits Strategy Lead (back up Coach)

20

Scouting Team 3

10

Scouting Lead, Backup Programming

21

Scouting Team 3

11

Scouting Team 1

22

Scouting Team 3

Secondary Required Positions to Distribute to one
of the 22 Students

Notes

Backup Driver
Backup Operator
Awards presenter

Always one of the pit crew

Back up pit programmer

Ideally a scouter

Pit Manager #2

One of the pit technical students

Pit Manager #3

One of the pit technical students
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Back up Mechanical/Electrical Assembly #1

Ideally the Human Player/Technician

Back up Mechanical/Electrical Assembly #2

Ideally a scouter

Human Player #2

Ideally a scouter

Stands Media

Ideally a scouter

Appendix D: Student Rules & Norms For All Competitions/ Field Trips
●

●
●

●
●

The teacher and school is in charge of all students while they are at any event. Students will
follow all legal instructions/directives of the teacher and “mentors in charge” (the list of
managing mentors will be provided before the trip). These instructions will include directives on
setting up our equipment and facilities, moving equipment, setting up our hospitality area,
attending team meetings, etc. There is a lot of equipment and material to unload, load, set up.
Students are there to enjoy the competition, but also there to work to set up all their
equipment, facilities, and help manage the overall function of the team’s attendance.
Students will not leave the event or premises. Or students will not leave areas where they are
expected to be (hotel, competition site, etc), unless they are given special permission to do so.
Students will conduct themselves in an appropriate manner at all times that brings respect to
the school, Team Iron Claw, and FIRST organization. Students will follow all school rules and
FIRST rules while at the competition.
Students may not drive other students to the event.
Students understand that ultimately if they cannot follow these rules parents may be required
to pick them up. Parents understand that teachers will work with individual students to help
them follow the rules but if they cannot they may be required to come pick students up.

Appendix E: Competition Pit Rules
1.
2.
3.
4.

6 STUDENTS MAX in the pit at one time
2 MENTORS MAX assigned to mentor pit duty
6 PEOPLE MAX hovering around the pit area (student, mentors, parents)
1 STUDENT MAX to present to the judges that are just outside the pit (by the media board).
Typically this would be the ROBOT MANAGERS or PIT MANAGERS
5. The designated PIT MANAGER is in charge in the pit, including:
a. Organization of tools and materials
b. Managing/directing all personnel in the pit, hovering around the pit, and working on the
robot.
c. There will ALWAYS be one pit manager in the pit area at ALL times. The schedule of pit
managers will be posted before competition starts.
6. If the ROBOT MANAGER is not in the pit, the order of decisions will rest as such: most senior
co-captain, second co-captain, mechanical lead, programming lead, operations lead, assembly
lead, machining lead.
7. The 2 designated, scheduled, pit mentors will:
a. ensure pit is safe, clean and orderly.
b. ensure all rules are being followed.
c. ensure people are following pit managers instructions.
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d. mentor technical students in robot related issues. Schedule of mentor manager will be
posted before competition starts.
8. Only bags allowed in the pit area for the people working in the pit.
9. Water in the pit is for PIT PERSONNEL only and all water bottles will be labeled with
students/mentors names with sharpies.
10. Drive Team should not be in the pit unless requested by pit personnel.
11. Scouters should never enter the pit area unless requested by pit personnel.
12. Saucy computer clause: No food will EVER be allowed in the pit.
13. All these rules will be enforced by the pit manager, and if not adequately done so will be
enforced by the pit managing mentor.

Appendix F: Student Leadership Selection Process
The document will be divided into three sections: Preliminary which refers to all selection related
activities occurring before the interview, election, and subteam selection, Selection which refers to the
interview election, and subteam selection, and finally Implementation which refers to both details of
how this process will be implemented in greater detail and the changeover from one set of leaders to
the next.
Nomenclature:
● Voting Committee: comprised of all team members who have been on the team for 2
competition seasons including graduating seniors. Seniors may not opt out of voting or they
will be penalized. Voting Committee includes current candidates running for Captain and
Director positions. The first selected Captain, once selected, may vote again for the second
Captain. There needs to be 80% of the Voting Committee present and voting for the election to
be valid.
● Mentor Committee: a group of minimum 4 mentors (including the teacher) selected by the
teacher who have worked with students frequently during the past year and can adequately
judge each applicant’s technical, nontechnical, and leadership skills.
● Leadership Application Form: comprised of all team positions with adjacent check boxes to
indicate application.
● Live Leadership Interviews: Interview in front of the voting committee where candidates need
to answer questions pertaining to time commitment, leadership skills, and technical experience
pertaining to the position.
● Election Administrator: a non-voting, non-student member administering the election.
Preliminary
1. Survey of Current Leadership by all members
a. Google Form sent to all members that asks about what they think about the
performance of the current team leaders (anonymous, email verification). The form will
be verified by the teacher of class to ensure constructive feedback is relayed.
b. The Voting Committee will review all responses and take them into consideration when
evaluating applicants who have already held leadership positions
2. Pre-Approval of Captains & Directors by Teacher
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All captain and directors have a much higher workload than other members. They work closely
with the teacher in managing the team and creating a curriculum. The teacher will look closely
at each candidate and pre-approve if each candidate has the required engagement, maturity,
and dedication to be Captain or Director. This pre-approval process is done in private form
before the candidate reveals their candidacy.
3. Leadership Application
a. Applicants check off the positions that they are interested in on the Leadership
Application Form
i.
Any team member may apply to any position with the exception of
1
Captains/Directors who have served their full tenure .
b. The questions on the Leadership Application Form will be made by students and ratified
by Mentor Council. The Interview Question Document will not be released until the
election day
Selection
1. Live Leadership Interview For Directors & Captains
a. The Live Leadership Interviews will be conducted between the Election Administrator
and the Directorship or Captainship candidate in front of the Voting Committee.
b. It will be divided as follows
i.
All candidates will have 1 minutes for an opening statement
ii.
6 minutes for Live Leadership Interview in which questions from the Interview
Question Document will be asked including relevant position-specific questions
iii.
Finally 6 minutes of open questions from the voting committee overseen by the
Election Administrator
iv.
Candidate has the option of a 1 minute closing statement.
v.
Other candidates will wait outside the room during their competitor’s interview
vi.
The Election Administrator may make a motion to proceed to the next step if the
current step seems done. A member of the Voting Committee may halt that
process if they have further questions.
c. Once Interviews are concluded, voting commences.
i.
Voting will be made up of a 5 minute period where Voting Committee members
indicate their vote on silent ballots.
ii.
Ballots are counted and verified by a minimum of three people: the class
teacher, mentor on mentor council, and a student alumni if available. If no
student alumni is available two school personnel and a mentor on the mentor
council will count votes. The tally of votes for each person is confidential and not
released to the team. Only winners will be announced.
iii.
A 3/4 majority is required to win with no runoffs
1. If a 3/4 majority is not met, there is a runoff in which the top two most
voted candidates will run for a ⅔ majority.
2. If a ⅔ majority is not met, an additional 5 minutes will be given for the
voting panel to discuss and present evidence for the two candidates,
and for the voting committee to ask additional questions to the
1

The tenure of Team Captains and Directors is 2 years consecutively or non-consecutively
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candidates if they feel the need to. At that point, a revote will happen
with the candidate winning by a simple majority.
iv.
When voting for Captains, the candidate with the highest number of votes
secures the first Captain position and is removed from the candidate pool. The
remaining candidates are voted on, in which 1.c.iii is repeated to determine the
next Captain
v.
The winners and the need for any runoffs will be announced by the Election
Administrator.
vi.
If serious concerns exist in from either the mentor council or class teacher they
may remove an elected individual and a re-election for that position will
commence.
d. If the Captain position only has two candidates or a Director position only has one
candidate, the candidate will give a 3 minute speech on the given interview topics in
place of the Live Interview. These captains or directors need to be ratified by a ⅔
majority of the team.
2. Subteam Lead Appointment
a. Once the team of Captains and Directors is finalized, they will deliberate and present a
list of sub-team leads to the teacher. They will document their reasons for this choice.
b. The Mentor Committee must ratify the Captains’ and Directors’ choice of individuals for
the lead positions. If the Mentor Committee does not approve the new team leads, the
Curriculum Council and Mentor Committee must reach a compromise.
c. In the case of a sub-team lead position having no applicants, the relevant Director may
ask a qualified team member who did not apply if they are willing to fill the position, and
processes 2a and 2b are repeated
d. The Voting Committee ratifies the selection of the leads through a Google Form in a
simple majority.
Election Yearly Schedule
a. Last Class Day in April
i.
The students who are interested in being a Captain or Director will submit their
names to the teacher via email or a form.
b. First full week in May:
i.
Monday: The teacher will get back to students regarding their approval to run.
ii.
2nd Class day of the week: Leadership applications and Specific Interview
Questions for Captains and Directors are released.
c. Week 2:
i.
Monday: The applications for all positions due, and candidates’ applications
revealed to the robotics team.
ii.
2nd class day of the week. The applicants for Captains and Directors have live
interviews, after which the voting committee decides the new Captains and
Directors.
d. Week 3:
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i.

Monday: The new crew of Captains and Directors presents their decisions for
sub-team leads in a meeting with the teacher and the Mentor Committee.
ii.
Wednesday: The Teacher approves or denies each position with Directors
making changes as necessary.
iii.
Friday: The sub-team lead applicants are notified whether or not they were
chosen.
e. Week 4
i.
The new crew is ratified by the voting committee.
ii.
If a “lead” spot is not ratified or if no suitable person is found it may be left
unfilled until the start of the new year.

Appendix G: FAQ Regarding Iron Claw Team
What does a typical day look like?
Generally, the schedule and topics will be decided by the team student leads and the teacher. So we
may be in the middle of build season building our robot; training with CAD, programming, machining,
robotic integration; or having our own class robot project/competition.
What do I need to know to sign up for robotics? Are there any pre-requisites?
You do not need to have any prior technical experience with robotics to join. You will learn all on the
team. That said, there are four pre-requisites that you need to possess.
1. You are an independent, assertive, self-driven learner who will work independently or in a
group to learn the areas of robotics that you are interested in.
2. You already know you have an interest in engineering and technology and want to learn
more about it.
3. You know what you are getting into, this is one of our main interests, and you intend to
spend time after school working with the robotics team.
4. You are a mature, responsible student who can follow basic instructions without
reminders. T
 his is for sure not like any class. It can be a very unstructured class with multiple groups
working on different thigns. You will often work unsupervised, independently, with other students, and
with industry adult mentors. Additionally, you will work after school, in distant field trip locations, and
most importantly, you will work with hundreds of thousands of dollars of expensive equipment. It is
important that you are a mature, dependable, responsible student that follows our team rules and
norms with little to no reminders. These rules and norms, in no way, infringe upon your creativity and
output in robotics; if anything they enhance the ability for the team to work together and help the team
create what they want!
How does taking this class affect my transcripts?
Very much so in a positive way. Colleges generally love to see rigorous extra curriculars like robotics
and participation in FIRST Robotic Competitions.
Are all students who are in the team also in the class?
Yes. To join the team you will need to join the class.
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What happens if I decide that the team is not for me? Do I still need to take the class?
All classes can be dropped at any time. That said, you have 6 weeks at the beginning of the semester
to drop with no record on your transcripts. After 6 weeks, you would have to commit or it will show on
your transcripts that you dropped the class. 6 weeks is generally long enough to know if this is for you
or not. Additionally, if you want to leave the team you can easily drop at the semester (20 weeks long)
and that would only show that you have 1 semester credit on transcripts and no record of dropped
class on your transcripts. You then have another 6 weeks at the start of the second semester to drop
the class without any record on your transcripts.
What is the max number of students in the team?
Our shop and team can “manage” 45 students. Additionally, we are a team that makes one robot for
competition. Given that, it’s hard to scale this team for any higher numbers while still giving every team
member meaningful work and engagement with the robot. Lastly, we do not have the staffing
availability to supervise more than 45 students.
Do note that even though it’s a class, even if we were a club the school would impose a 45 member
limit as anything over 45 is not feasible given the space constraints and facilities we have.
Meeting 8th period is not going to work for me. Can we change it?
It is understood that whatever period or time of the day the class is held, some people will have
conflicts then. There is no magic period that will work for everyone. 8th period was decided by the
team and teacher as the time that is open to the most amount of people. There are also no classes
that are offered then. The team is definitely flexible if students need to miss some of team meetings,
but at some point, students will have to choose between competing activities. So for example, if you
want to take a lot of other after school sports, you may have to choose doing sports over Robotics.
Is there enough time 2 times a week for 2 hours to do all the stuff the team wants to do?
In short, no. For most of the fall season, meeting for 4 hours a week should be fine, but as we get in to
our competition season (January through April) students will put in many more hours. After our
competition season, meeting 4 hours a week will be just fine.
What if I play a sport but I want to be involved in the team?
Robotics is an after-school activity. Given that, you cannot play a lot of sports or be involved in a lot of
after school activities and also be in robotics.
Most importantly you can miss a total of 10 class periods a year before your grade drops one full
letter grade. We have 2 mandatory class meetings a week so that translates to being able to miss
roughly 5 weeks of class. This is a lot, but we want to validate that students would like to do other
activities while balancing the fact that you can’t miss too much robotics meetings. If you want to play
another sport and the hours overlap a lot you may need to negotiate with your coach to miss some
practices just like you are allowed to miss some robotics practices.
Lastly, if you miss many meetings a year it’s likely you may be dropped from the class. We usually
have a waitlist of students who want to join.
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How will the class be graded?
Most of the class will be graded on effort. On occasion we’ll have some quizzes based on what
students are specializing in. This may be in programming, or machining a part to certain specifications,
CADding an object, etc. There will be no final in this class. Definitely a part of your grade will be based
upon how well you manage and take care of our materials (which are expensive), and how well you
work with a group. Another part of your grade is your engagement during build season. There will be a
reasonable number of hours you are expected to work on our robot after class.
When is it really busy in Robotics?
We used to have a “build season” (January to February) where we had 6 weeks to build our robot.
Students were often in class everyday after school working. Starting in 2019, FIRST changed the rules
and there is no build season, but we will still have a competition season that will be very busy. Our
busy time will be from game release day (early January) to our last competition (could be mid-April).
Students will be in here many times a week, and there will be more hours required above the 4 hours a
week. Some students during our previous build season put in around 15 hours a week extra beyond
the class time. On average it was 6 hours a week beyond the 4 hours in class. For example in the
competition season the shop is open every weekend and most student attend.
Why is robotics a class instead of a club?
Various reasons. Primary reason is that since the team uses the high school facilities (very expensive
ones) and all team members are students from the school, it’s best if it’s run as a class and have
district personnel (teacher) oversees it. This is to ensure that safety is adhered to and school facilities
are managed and cared for. Other reasons include the fact that having a structured learning
environment is ideal for a team that has a lot to learn, district funds can be allocated to learning
supplies, and a full-time adult (teacher) helps the team and is an advocate for their needs. In essence,
the team benefits greatly by having a full-time adult manage the team.
Is the team student led or led by teachers/mentors?
It is a combination. There are areas that are strictly led by students and areas strictly led by the
school. For example, students have complete domain over the design, building, programming,
strategy, and CAD of the robot. The school has full jurisdiction on team size, finances, safety, team
meeting times, issues regarding facilities, any adults working on the team, etc. There are other areas
where students and the teacher work together. Having this team be as student led as possible is a
source of pride, and it is a goal for the team and the school. Anything that can be done safely and well
by the students is done by the students and managed as little as possible by the school and mentors,
but there is good oversight to ensure this is happening.
Are there any other jobs other than technical robotics jobs?
Yes! You can think of robotics as a business. In that sense, we need to fundraise and market
ourselves. We need to have a communications portal (social networks, website, pamphlets, videos).
We have a team spirit and graphic design group (t-shirts, banners, etc). We have a business and
accounting group to manage all our funds received and funds payable. Every student will be part of a
non-technical group. That said, every student does technical work on this team. We do not have
strictly non-technical, or strictly technical people on the team.
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What are the skills learned in the team?
There are many skills used in class, but some of the main skills are prototyping, CADing, machining,
programming, mechanical assembly,electrical and pneumatic system assembly. You may join the
team with no training whatsoever. Do note that learning these skills takes a long time. You will not be
proficient in all of them after one year. Even though you do not need to know any of these beforehand,
it really helps if you can learn one or get familiar with one of these skills.
What is a rough calendar of what happens in this class?
The fall is mostly devoted to training the team in CAD, machining, programming, and other team
management items (fundraising, budget, project planning). Veteran students help with training new
members. During fall season we also incorporate one or two robotic projects to simulate the full
process of building a robot from design to build.
Our busy season starts with the worldwide game release day usually the frist or second Saturday in
January. From then we will work added hours through our last competition which may be the Houston
Championship in mid April. This is a busy time.
Spring is time is back to regular class hours. Team has renewed focus on skill development and may
involve another in-class robot build competition where multiple teams build a simple robot to give
junior members more hands-on building experience. Team reviews season and starts planning for next
year.
Do students who want to be on the team still have to take the class year after year?
Yes. There is no set curriculum for the class so while new students are learning more foundational
material, veteran students are learning more advanced concepts or training new students. There is A
LOT to learn and to date, no student has mastered all the concepts necessary to build the robot by
themselves from scratch.

Appendix H: Revision of the Handbook
This appendix provides the process for making revisions to this document. Revisions fall into two
categories, major and minor:
Major Revisions
This type of revision changes the meaning or interpretation of a section of the document. This does
not mean that a large section of the document is affected, as a small section may have large
implications to the operation of the team.
Procedure:
1. The edits are made as comments in the digital copy of the handbook.
2. The team member who made the edits finds two other team members, who read through the
edits and agree that they are beneficial to the function of the team.
3. The group informs the teacher or co-captains of their intent to make the major revision.
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4. The teacher or co-captains schedule a time to discuss the revision during one of the class
periods.
5. The original editor gives a 1 minute summary of the edits made and how they are beneficial,
after which a 2 minute discussion period, where the team can discuss the pros and cons.
6. The teacher accepts or rejects the revision into the handbook.
Minor Revisions
This type of revision changes a section of the notebook without changing the meaning of the section.
Correction of grammatical errors or such similar edits throughout the document may be considered a
minor revision, as they do not change the interpretation of the document.
Procedure:
1. The edits are made as comments in the digital copy of the handbook
2. The edits are brought up to the teacher, who should make an effort to accept or deny the
revisions and in the case of denial should specify a reason
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